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I met Nairy Baghramian at a dinner at the Hong Kong 

art club Duddell’s. She was responsible for most of the 

work in the exhibition opening that evening, but it was 

promoted as a Danh Vo solo exhibition. Over the course 

of the dinner it became clear that she was not yet aware 

of her own elision. It was an awkward situation, at best, 

but it struck me as somehow a reflection of the mechanics 

of authorship in Baghramian’s understanding of art his-

tory. Her contribution to the exhibition was anything but 

straightforward: only one object fell under her authority 

in a sculptural sense, Eule (Owl) (2007), a cast of buttocks 

mounted on a stand on a table, while most of the work in 

the exhibition—lamps reminiscent of Asian conical hats, 

among other things—belonged to Janette Laverrière, a 

designer with whom Baghramian has collaborated on an 

extensive if conceptual branch of her practice. The gesture 

was mildly subversive, in that installing lamps and chairs 

throughout a club allows the objects to insinuate themselves 

into relationships with visitors more casually, intimately, 

particularly because people coming to visit the art at an 

art club tend to stick primarily to the walls. An exhibition 

of work by Laverrière wrapped up inside the practice of 

Baghramian and (mis)represented via Danh Vo: a perfectly 

nested signal of how the right to be seen as a maker of 

things becomes warped through social structures. (In Dud-

dell’s archive, the exhibition is now recorded for posterity 

as “Nairy Baghramian, Janette Laverrière, Danh Vo.” It was 

originally “Duddell’s Presents: Danh Vo.”)
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＃Scruff of the Neck,￥ 2016
Cast and polished aluminum, polished aluminum rods, 
plaster, beeswax, and rubber
Installation view at Marian Goodman Gallery, London, 2016

Courtesy Marian Goodman Gallery and the artist
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Baghramian became interested in Laverrière by chance, 

but found in her a willing conspirator who shared a certain 

recognition of historical dynamics: specifically, the gen-

dering of cultural structures. Just as a male artist might 

become a market-maker while a female artist remains la-

beled a friend and collaborator, women like Laverrière and 

gay men became interior designers while architecture (or 

“exterior architecture,” as Laverrière preferred) remained 

the preserve of straight male designers. For Baghramian, 

this marks an unfortunate retreat from the public sphere, 

but also a new opportunity to engage with a language 

of objects in their own right. This is the starting point for 
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much of her practice as a sculptor: to discover, mold, and 

play with the ideological components of formalism. She 

speaks of objects—sculpture and product alike—as infor-

mation and carriers of information at the same time, both 

data and metadata that can be read on multiple levels but 

ultimately exist in one body. In her own work, pieces often 

fit seamlessly into multiple discourses: the post-minimal, 

post-relational dynamics of contemporary sculptural history, 

modernism as an historical narrative, and the ebb and flow 

of curating, institutional critique, and gallery architecture. 

As she gathers all of these resources together, Baghramian 

is “assembling a critical mass of ideas” (as she conveyed 

in a conversation with curator Kostas Prapoglou), piling up 

retraced histories of culture and formal languages until the 

possibility for something new to emerge becomes evident.

Born in Iran in 1971, Baghramian has lived in Berlin for 

most of her life. She started exhibiting just before 2000, 

and her career took off with solo exhibition at Kunsthalle 

Basel in 2006, but it was her 2007 appearance in the Berlin 

Biennale, where she first worked with Laverrière, that 

cemented her reputation. This trajectory is enthusiastically 

revisited in her first mid-career retrospective, exhibited last 

winter at SMAK in Ghent and traveling soon to the Walker 

Art Center in Minneapolis. Rather than simply showing 

again existing works, Baghramian completely reinvents 

many of the strongest moments from her past practice; new 

works reuse old works, both physically and conceptually. 

If the hubris of the survey exhibition is deconstructed, so 

the myth-making of the artist is amplified even as it is sub-

verted. Titled “Déformation Professionnelle,” the project 

insists that the development of the artist as a professional 

is anything but linear. In one of the most formally exciting 

moments in the show, a large-scale work called French 

Curve (2014), intended as a hollowed-out horizontal riposte 

to the vertical skyline surrounding its outdoor location in 

Chicago, is repurposed as Flat Spine (2016), which provides 

a spatial support structure for other works around it in the 

exhibition as it reconfigures how bodies of visitors nego-

tiate the room. Work from earlier in 2016, from the series 

“Scruff of the Neck,” originally turned the gallery space into 

a giant mouth by mounting discolored, enamel-like organic 

forms on metal bridges and braces. (Baghramian seems 

particularly interested in various prostheses as sculpture; the 

︹妕閙槉︺
2016妘
甉梣。槷閈
＃鎲趵胟￥嗴㓋粷鯫䯖樰竑壈襫嫕魍
頯梮贜窹䒛䯖瀷濕暚䯖2016妘

Flat Spine
2016
Lacquered wood and resin
Installation view at ＃Déformation 
Professionnelle,￥ S.M.A.K., 2016 

Courtesy Marian Goodman 
Gallery, Kurimanzutto, Galerie 
Buchholz, and the artist
PHOTO: Dirk Pauwels
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㭠䯖罌踵頯梮墱鄽鮪澑嗴蛵、慘踵頯梮閔䯖呅

髦妛醭曧鮪壠呯靕墰慘踵頯梮艊笶尓䯖鍖曧

酽蟢婜㫫䯖酽蟢鞲謾骼疦鮪艊頯梮閔跤鍖羠

彾艊頯梮、㫥蟢婜㫫艊詇耚㠵褀鑫墴樴寫貏

呏艊攝慘、2015妘䯖偝恦鮪暃㳟嘪焿㫶昤嫕

魍頯梮跤宆蹁窩艊跣嗴黌彾鑫ィ甡⺸鉝慘

閔＃侳艁鍈烰￥䯖㬦㫓㫥鬣慘閔畝粷鑫翍娡艊

裶䄄嶼䆥、偝詇陝鑫酽漛銲嗴䯒竊豸㰊曧偝

meeting of soft body and hard architecture, or vice versa, 

contains endless formal possibilities.) In her retrospective, 

the teeth-components are removed and the metal hard-

ware does its work directly on the interior of the building 

instead: exterior architecture becomes internal, and the 

institution becomes the patient to be cured—or the victim 

to be rehabilitated.

Physical transformations of or interventions into the 

function of the gallery space have long been a core func-

tion of institutional critique, and are often the most efficient 

methods of entering into the life of the institution. Think of 

Michael Asher’s legendary 1974 intervention at Claire Copley 

Gallery in Los Angeles, where the artist removed the wall 

dividing office an exhibition space: labor and economy laid 

bare all at once, the work of art no longer reified in a chapel 

of its own. Nairy Baghramian often comes down on the 

poetic side of this equation. Her “Privileged Points” series 

(2015) is the clearest entry into this debate: lengths of steel 

are bent into round shapes and dipped in paint, and the 

resulting sculptural objects are distributed around exhibi-

tion spaces. Empty circles, they delimit points at which art 

might one day be displayed—and in that they are somewhat 

self-defeating, because they are already spaces where art 

is being displayed. They are art objects that do not deny 

but continually defer their own status as art, becoming art 

made out of other potential pieces of art. This strategy of 

墢䯤
︹篸俧䦓︺䯖2007妘
梣俧嶗醢甉艊梣俧䯖粶炶槷閈
100 々 35 々 42皺貏

Left:
Eule (Owl), 2007
Wood and painted wood, 
epoxy resin  
100 々 35 々 42 cm

Courtesy the artist

＃墮慁䁗呯￥跀燒䯤
︹钘㛺鍎︺䯒墢䯓嶗︹賛䞝鍎︺䯒諢䯓
2016妘
鏅為㱽。㳟嘄。蕳镵
＃鎲趵胟￥嗴㓋粷鯫䯖
樰竑壈襫嫕魍頯梮贜窹䒛䯖2016妘

＃Stay Downers￥: 
Babbler (left) and Bounder (right)
2016
Polyurethane, metal, and silicone
Installation view at ＃Déformation 
Professionnelle,￥ S.M.A.K., 2016 

Courtesy Marian Goodman Gallery, 
Kurimanzutto, Galerie Buchholz, and 
the artist
PHOTO: Dirk Pauwels
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讜飽艊慘閔䯖嬟熱頥䯓䯖恦慘閔䆠嶯䉱鮪徏鍎

掤敡鮪镵諦椢捵彾艊䅆櫐嶗楯厸醢䯖㚯呅髦

鮪＃姈叅￥艊笶尓醣俢詛牆撾、䆠謚䯖翍娡艊

墡慘鳏蘚恦慘閔酽跣扟酽跣鰱呏⺸鮪嗴鄭詆

酽㫅妔僕艊艀亝醢䯤椌慘彾踵鑫粷呺、艀亝

㮰蓪枃艊裶晹暚贖彾踵鑫莏澐艊＃竑棈砎￥、

竑棈桹㚾侸蟢嫮媀䯖張懲鮪墴樴寫貏呏

靕墰艊攝慘呺㣻嫕跤雩曧偧澑、飽䆠菑跀燒
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deferral pervades Baghramian’s work. Also in 2015, she 

transformed a solo exhibition at San Francisco’s CCA Wattis 

into “Off Broadway,” a performative installation in which 

she reintroduced the bifurcation of the gallery space. She 

curated a group exhibition (of largely outstanding if hard-

ly outsize work from her peers) only to see it languish in 

“storage,” casually leaning and laying all over a structure 

of plywood stairs and shelves. Then, one at a time, gallery 

staff installed the works on a clean white wall on the other 

side of the space: the masterpiece made real. The white 

wall, in its brief interlude of emptiness between works, 

becomes the true privileged point.

Privilege takes many form, even within the bounds 

of Baghramian’s own practice. Accompanying the exhi-

bition cycle that might be called her most humorous (for 

all except those few perverse fans of orthodontic humor, 

I suppose), she published a catalogue titled, according to 

its metadata, Nairy Baghramian. In the library cataloguing 

notes that inevitably accumulate around the book itself, 

there is a secondary name for the project (“Cover Title: 

Boats Magazine / LIMITED EDITION / SPECIAL ART ISSUE 

/ NAIRY BAGHRAMIAN / FLUFFING THE PILLOWS”). The 

cover shows a small pleasure yacht being hoisted into a 

drydock; it was displayed on an otherwise empty rotating 

magazine rack in the shows. That group of exhibitions, 

including the Hector Prize exhibition at Kunsthalle Man-

nheim and “Fluffing the Pillows” at Galerie Buchholz in 

2012, as well as “Fluffing the Pillows” in expanded form 

at MIT’s List Visual Art Center in 2013, alluded formally to 

a certain maritime formal vocabulary. Most directly, one 

series of work within the show was called “Moorings,” and 

took the form of heavy yellow hooks mounted high on the 

wall. One might imagine them weighing down a mooring 

float, perhaps, but the terminology here is twisted: if any-

thing, they are more like anchors, and, more than that, they 

actually look like the hooks used to manipulate cargo to 

and from the decks of ships and yachts. In a further twist, 

her “Silos,” soft pillows that barge up against one another 

lying horizontally on the floor, read as buoys in this context, 

complete with lines or rope exiting one end. On a formal 

level, all of this seafaring provides a rich sculptural terrain 

that Baghramian mines with abandon, thinking through 

floating and sinking and neutral buoyancy and waves and 
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Left:
Cover of Boats Magazine, 2012
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tides and shipwrecks. But there is another, more urgent 

dimension, too, which is the life of the object in the global 

supply chain of cargo, logistics, and customs, all standing 

in sharp contrast to the life of luxury and play that appears 

on the cover of Boats Magazine’s SPECIAL ART ISSUE. 

The artist is simultaneously beholden to both and neither.

In addition to her touring quasi-retrospective, Bagh-

ramian’s work will be present in two of this spring’s most 

important large-scale exhibitions: Documenta 14 and Skulp-

tur Projekte Münster. For Documenta’s publication part-

ner South as a State of Mind, the artist recently released 

an interview with Jörg Heiser about her implicit status, 

as a woman born in Iran, as an identitarian and political 

artist, and the possibility of politics in art in general. The 

conversation is organized around a double self-portrait 
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dating to 2001, when Baghramian photographed herself 

at the beach wearing a ski mask and a YSL tie. For her 

last appearance at Skulptur Projekte Münster, in 2007, 

Baghramian showed Entr’acte, one of her most frustrat-

ing works for its lack of the sensuous and subtle formal 

language that marks much of her work since then: a metal 

frame filled with mirror panes and white cloth divided a 

parking lot into two distinct spaces. Between these two 

opaque hints at what Baghramian might be working on 

now—one overwhelmingly figurative to a degree not seen 

in her work since, the other overwhelmingly minimal to a 

point of abstraction rarely seen since—we encounter an 

empty room filled with expectation. Returning to the “criti-

cal mass of ideas” built on the constellation of modernism, 

conceptualism, feminism, institutional critique, design, and 

site with which she begins her work, we should pay careful 

attention to Baghramian’s own words: “to consider social 

or political activity as a substitute for art is a real problem.” 

No artistic language can be rejected out of hand, because 

every language contains information about its existence 

in the world in addition to its own message. 
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Moorings
2016
Cast aluminum
Installation view at ＃Déformation 
Professionnelle,￥ S.M.A.K., 2016 

Courtesy Marian Goodman Gallery, 
Kurimanzutto, Galerie Buchholz, 
and the artist
PHOTO: Dirk Pauwels
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Left:
＃Stay Downers￥: 
Nerd (left) , Nerd (middle), and 
Malingerer  (right)
2016
Polyurethane, metal, and silicone 
Installation view at ＃Déformation 
Professionnelle,￥ S.M.A.K., 2016 
Courtesy Marian Goodman Gallery, 
Kurimanzutto, Galerie Buchholz, 
and the artist
PHOTO: Dirk Pauwels
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